The TYR Tactical® Kangaroo Front Flap - Happy 5.56 Mag® Insert takes the standard front flap on all our carriers and transforms it into a Triple Happy Mag® Pouch. Integrated Happy Mag® clip and contact-grip material secures the mag when retention strap is not being utilized for a nice smooth draw.

TYR-LW556-3H

LW200 Compatibility:
- PICO-MVS
- PICO-PRO
- VENATOR®
- GTOC
- GPC
- PICO
- PICO-MV
- PICO-MV Female
- PICO-MW
- PICO-MW-ITL
- PICO-MWW-DA
- PICO-AA
- PICO-DA
- PICO-DS
- PICO-FED
- PICO-AUSSIE
- TYR-LW201-556
- TYR-LW201-762